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Transient resonance Raman spectroscopy and density functional
theory investigation of iso-polyhalomethanes containing bromine
and Õor iodine atoms

Xuming Zheng, Wei-Hai Fang,a) and David Lee Phillipsb)

Department of Chemistry, University of Hong Kong, Pokfulam Road, Hong Kong

~Received 11 August 2000; accepted 26 September 2000!

We report additional transient resonance Raman spectra and density functional theory computations
for the products formed following ultraviolet photoexcitation of solution phase polyhalomethanes
containing bromine and/or iodine atoms. We show that the iso-polyhalomethane photoproduct is
responsible for the intense transient absorption band observed in the 350–470 nm region after
ultraviolet excitation of polyhalomethanes in the solution phase. We examine the trends and
correlation in the density functional theory optimized geometry and intense electronic absorption
transition in the 350–470 nm region for the iso-polyhalomethanes containing bromine and/or iodine
atoms. We explore the chemical reactivity of the iso-polyhalomethane species using density
functional theory computations for the reaction of iso-CH2Br–Br with ethylene as an example. Our
results and comparison with experimental data in the literature indicate that the iso-polyhalomethane
species is most likely the methylene transfer agent in the cyclopropanation reactions of olefins using
ultraviolet photoexcitation of polyhalomethanes in the solution phase. We briefly discuss the
possibility that the photochemistry and chemistry of the iso-polyhalomethanes may give significant
release of reactive halogens to the atmosphere. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Polyhalomethanes such as CH2I2, CH2BrI, and CH2Br2

have been observed in the atmosphere and are poten
significant sources of organoiodine and organobromine c
pounds emitted into the atmosphere.1–6 Thus, polyhalometh-
ane photochemical and chemical reactions as well as t
lifetimes are of increasing interest in atmosphe
chemistry.1–6 CH2I2, CH2BrI, and CH2Br2 have recently had
their gas phase ultraviolet–visible absorption spectra m
sured over the 215–390 nm range and their atmosph
photolysis rates were estimated as a function of altitude
solar zenith angle.6 Polyhalomethanes are also of interest in
variety of synthetic chemistry reactions such as cyclopro
nation reactions of olefins and diiodomethylation of carbo
compounds.7–15 Ultraviolet photolysis of CH2I2 in the
presence of olefins in the solution phase has found ut
to produce cyclopropanated products with high ster
specificity.8–10

Ultraviolet excitation of polyhalomethanes in the g
phase appears to typically lead to a direct carbon–halo
bond cleavage reaction~s!.16–28 Anisotropy measurement
from molecular beam experiments indicate these direct p
todissociation reactions usually occur on a time scale m
less than a rotational period of the parent molecule.16,18,19–21

Translational photofragment spectroscopy experiments
CH2I2,

18 CH2BrI, 21 and CF2I2,
22,23 showed that the poly-

atomic photofragments receive substantial amounts of in
nal excitation of their vibrational and rotational degrees
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freedom. Resonance Raman investigations showed se
polyhalomethanes have multidimensional reaction coo
nates and short-time dynamics qualitatively consistent wit
semirigid radical impulsive model of the photodissociation
both the gas and solution phases.29–38

Ultraviolet excitation, direct photoionization, and rad
olysis of CH2I2 in the solution phase all give rise to chara
teristic absorption bands;385 nm ~strong intensity! and
;570 nm~moderate intensity!39–45 which have been attrib-
uted to several different possible photoproduct species s
as trapped electrons,39 the cation of diiodomethane
(CH2I2

1),43,45 and the isomer of diiodomethane~iso-
CH2I–I!.41,42 Several femtosecond transient absorption st
ies examined the photodissociation reaction of CH2I2 in the
solution phase46–48 using probe wavelengths of 620 nm,46

400 nm,47 and 290–1220 nm~Ref. 48! to follow the forma-
tion and decay of photoproducts. These transient absorp
spectra all exhibited similar qualitative features of a fa
rise time followed by a fast decay and then a slow rise
three different interpretations were given depending on
assignment of the photoproduct species responsible for
characteristic;385 nm and;570 nm absorption bands.46–48

This uncertainty about the identity of the photoprodu
species38–48 prompted us to use transient resonance Ram
experiments and density functional theory computations
better characterize the photoproduct~s!.49 We showed con-
clusively that the iso-diiodomethane~iso-CH2I–I! species is
the photoproduct responsible for the;385 nm transient ab-
sorption band observed after ultraviolet excitation of
iodomethane in the solution phase.49 Comparison of these
results to those found from gas phase experiments as we
solution phase femtosecond transient absorption experim

y,
4 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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suggest that solvation gives rise to noticeable amounts o
iso-diiodomethane photoproduct by interaction of the i
tially produced CH2I and I fragments with the solvent cag
around the parent molecule.

Many other polyhalomethane molecules exhibit sign
ture transient absorption bands following excitation in co
densed phase38–45 and we have started to characterize t
identity of some of these photoproduct species using a c
bination of transient resonance Raman spectroscopy and
sity functional theory computations.50–52 We found that ex-
citation of either theA-band orB-band absorption transition
of CHI3 produced the same iso-CHI2–I photoproduct specie
and this suggests that production of iso-polyhalometh
species is not specific to a particular transition and lik
occurs generally forn→s* transitions localized on C–X
bonds. Our recent observation of the iso-CH2I–Br species
following A-band orB-band photoexcitation of CH2BrI ~Ref.
51! and the iso-CH2Br–Br species after ultraviolet photoex
citation of CH2Br2 ~Ref. 52! in room temperature solution
provide further support for this hypothesis.

In this paper, we report transient resonance Raman s
tra and density functional theory calculations for several
ditional polyhalomethanes. We compare results for se
different polyhalomethanes containing iodine and/or brom
atoms in order to investigate how the iso-polyhalometh
structures and properties vary with different iodine and b
mine substitutions. We discuss trends found for the num
of iodine and bromine atom substitutions and the relat
stability of the iso-polyhalomethane species. We briefly d
cuss possible implications for cyclopropanation reactio
and the chemistry and photochemistry of organoiodine
organobromine compounds in the atmosphere.

II. EXPERIMENT

CBr4 ~99%!, CHI3 ~99%!, CHBr3 ~991%!, CH2I2 ~99%!,
CH2Br2 ~99%!, CBr3F ~991%!, CH2BrI ~;97%! and spec-
troscopic grade cyclohexane solvent~99.91%! were used to
prepare samples~;0.10–0.20 M! for the transient resonanc
Raman experiments. The experimental apparatus and m
ods for the nanosecond transient resonance Raman ex
ments have been previously given49–56 so only a brief de-
scription will be presented here. The pump and pro
excitation wavelengths were provided by the hydrogen
man shifted laser lines and/or harmonics of a Nd:YAG na
second pulsed laser. Spectra were acquired using pu
probe time-delays of 0 ns and 10 ns~spectra at both time
delays were similar to one another!. A near collinear
geometry was used to lightly focus and overlap the pu
and probe beams onto a flowing liquid jet of the sample. T
Raman scattering signal was collected using a backscatte
geometry and reflective optics and then imaged throug
depolarizer and entrance slit of a spectrograph. The gra
of the spectrograph dispersed the Raman signal onto a li
nitrogen cooled CCD detector. The Raman signal w
sampled for 300–600 s before being read out to an interfa
PC computer and 10–20 of these readouts were added
gether to obtain the Raman spectrum~pump only, probe-
only, pump–probe resonance Raman spectra, and a b
Downloaded 03 Nov 2006 to 147.8.21.97. Redistribution subject to AIP
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ground spectrum were acquired for each sample!. The known
vibrational frequencies of the cyclohexane solvent ba
were used to calibrate the resonance Raman spectra.
solvent bands and parent compound Raman bands wer
moved by subtracting the pump-only and probe-only Ram
spectra from the pump–probe resonance Raman spectru
as to obtain the transient resonance Raman spectrum.

III. CALCULATIONS

The Gaussian program package~G98W! was used for all
the density functional theory~DFT! calculations57 and
complete geometry optimizations were obtained analytica
usingC1 symmetry. B3LYP computations57,58 were done to
find the optimized geometry and vibrational frequenc
of the species examined. Time-dependent density functio
theory at random phase approximation59 @TD~RPA!# was
used to estimate the electronic transition energies of
species under investigation. The 6-311G(d,p), aug-cc-
PVTZ,60,61 and/or Sadlej-PVTZ~Refs. 62, 63! basis sets
were used for the density functional theory computations

We explored the reactivity of the iso-polyhalometha
species by performing density functional theory~B3LYP
with C1 symmetry! computations for reactions of iso
CH2Br–Br and CH2Br radical with ethylene. The complet
active space SCF~CASSCF! approach64–66 was employed
for investigation of the dissociation of iso-CH2Br–Br, since
the dissociation involves formation of radicals. An acti
space with ten electrons in eight orbitals, which origina
mainly from 4p electrons of two Br atoms, was used in th
CASSCF calculations@hereafter referred to as CAS~10,8!#.
Analytic frequency calculations were done in order to co
firm the optimized structure as a minimum or first-ord
saddle point, and to carry out the zero-point energy corr
tion. IRC calculations confirmed the transition state conne
the related reactants.67 The standard 6-311G* basis set was
used for the chemical reaction calculations. We note t
relativistic effects may influence the calculated energy o
system that contains heavy atoms, such as Br and I ato
However, we are concerned about the relative energies~bar-
rier heights and reaction energies! in our chemical reaction
computations, and the energy errors originating from rela
istic effects will partially cancel out in the calculated relativ
energies. Thus, we expect that relativistic effects have li
influence on the reaction processes investigated here. Th
one of the reasons why polarization and diffuse functio
were not used for the hydrogen atoms in the chemical re
tion computations. Energies of the reactants and products
determined by supermolecule calculations with the interm
lecular distance being fixed at 20 Å. In this way, the basis
superposition error is corrected in the computation.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Transient resonance Raman spectra, density
functional theory computational results,
and assignment of iso-polyhalomethane species to
the transient resonance Raman spectra

Figure 1 shows the ultraviolet absorption spectra
CH2Br2, CHBr3, CBr4, CFBr3, CH2I2, CHI3, and CH2BrI in
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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cyclohexane solution. Figure 2 shows a typical pump o
spectrum in the probe wavelength region~A!, a probe only
resonance Raman spectrum~B!, a pump-probe resonance R
man spectrum~C!, and the transient resonance Raman sp
trum of the CHBr3 photoproduct~D! ~obtained after subtrac
tion of the pump only spectrum and the probe only spectr
from the pump–probe resonance Raman spectrum!. Figure 3
presents transient resonance Raman spectra of the is
photoproducts formed from ultraviolet excitation of th
seven polyhalomethanes shown in Fig. 1. Since the nano
ond transient absorption spectra in cyclohexane solvent
most of the compounds examined in this study are
known, we did not include any correction of wavelengt

FIG. 1. Absorption spectra of CH2Br2, CHBr3, CBr4, CFBr3, CH2I2, CHI3,
and CH2BrI in cyclohexane solution with the pump~solid arrows! and probe
~dashed arrows! excitation wavelengths~in nm! for the transient resonanc
Raman experiments shown above the spectra.

FIG. 2. Example of a pump only 282.4 nm spectrum in the probe wa
length region~A!, a probe only 435.7 nm Raman spectrum~B!, a pump–
probe~282.4 nm/435.7 nm! Raman spectrum~C! and the resulting transien
resonance Raman spectrum~D! of the CHBr3 photoproduct.
Downloaded 03 Nov 2006 to 147.8.21.97. Redistribution subject to AIP
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dependent reabsorption in the pump–probe spectra.
could lead to some oversubtraction at large Raman shift
Figs. 2 and 3. However, most of the resonance Raman ba
of interest are found below 1000 cm21 and any effect of
oversubtraction on the bands of interest should be small.
of the spectra display most of their intensity in the fund
mentals, overtones and combination bands of sev
Franck–Condon active modes. Density functional the
computations were done for several species that have b
proposed as photoproducts for each polyhalomethane sy
studied so as to elucidate the species mainly responsible
the transient resonance Raman spectra. The DFT comp
parameters for the optimized geometry for the is
polyhalomethane, the polyhalo~or halo!methyl radical frag-
ment and polyhalomethane cation species are given in
supplementary EPAPS material.68 Table I list the vibrational
frequencies obtained from the optimized geometry for e
of the proposed species for each molecular system exam
in this study and compares them to available vibrational f
quencies from resonance Raman and IR experiments.
transient resonance Raman spectra shown in Fig. 3 have
damental vibrational frequencies that are in good agreem
with those predicted for iso-polyhalomethane species but

-

FIG. 3. Transient resonance Raman spectra of iso-CH2Br2 ~from Ref. 52!,
iso-CHBr3, iso-CBr4, iso-CFBr3, iso-CH2I2 ~from Ref. 49!, iso-CHI3 ~from
Ref. 50!, and iso-CH2I-Br ~from Ref. 51! photoproducts obtained following
ultraviolet excitation of the parent compound in cyclohexane solution. T
asterisks mark regions where subtraction artifacts are present. The as
ments of the larger transient resonance Raman bands are shown abo
spectra.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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TABLE I. Comparison of experimental vibrational frequencies~in cm21! found from transient resonance Raman spectra and previously reported infrared absorption experiments~Refs. 41 and

42! to the B3LYP calculated vibrational frequencies for the species whose optimized geometry is given in Table I. The corresponding vibrational frequencies for the fully deuterated compound

are given in parentheses.

Ultraviolet excitation of CBr4
Resonance

Raman

Experiment Iso-CBr4

B3LYP Calc.

6-311G(d,p) CBr4
1

B3LYP Calc.

6-311G(d,p) CBr3

B3LYP Calc.

6-311G(d,p)

828 A8 n1 , C–Br Str. 799 A1 n1 , Br1–C–Br2 , Br3–C–Br4 sym. str. 585 A1 n1 , CBr sym. Str. 313

n2 , Br–C–Br wag 350 n2 , Br–C–Brsym. str. 264 n2 , C–Br3 bend. 239

n3 , Br4Br3CBr1 sym. Str. 277 n3 , Br–C–Brbend 179 E n3 , C–Br asym. str 743

179 n4 , Br4CBr3 bend1Br1–Br2 str. 175 n4 , Br3–C–Br4 bend 116 n4 , Br–C–Brbend 159

155 n5 , Br1–Br2 str.1Br4CBr3 bend 147 A2 n5 , Br1–C–Br2 , Br3–C–Br4 twist 112 CBr3
1 6-311G(d,p)

n6 , C–Br1–Br2 bend 36 B1 n6 , Br3–C–Br4 asym. str. 437 A1 n1 , CBr sym. Str. 435

A9 n7 , Br4CBr3 asym. str. 754 n7 , Br3–C–Br4 asym str, Br1–C–Br2 wag 155 n2 , C–Br3 bend. 315

n8 , Br3CBr1 , Br4CBr1 bend 182 B2 n8 , Br1–C–Br2 asym. str. 734 E n3 , C–Br asym. str 863

n9 , torsion 50 n9 , Br1–C–Br2 rock, Br3–C–Br4 wag 176 n4 , Br–C–Brbend 183

Ultraviolet excitation ofCHBr3
Resonance

Raman

Experiment Iso-CHBr3

B3LYP Calc.

6-311G(d,p) CHBr3
1

B3LYP Calc.

6-311G(d,p) CHBr2

B3LYP Calc.

6-311G(d,p) CHBr2
1

B3LYP Calc.

6-311G(d,p)

A8 n1 , C–H stretch 3202 A1 n1 , CH str. 3184 A8 n1 , CH str. 3217 A1 n1 , CH Str. 3165

n2 , C–H scissor 1237 n2 , Br–C–Br sym.str. 545 n2 , Br–C–Br sym.str. 615 n2 , Br–C–Br sym.str. 665

834 n3 , Br3CBr1 asym. str. 848 n3 , Br–C–Br bend 214 n3 , CH wag 410 n3 , Br–C–Br bend 219

658 n4 , C–H wag 685 E n4 , Br–C–H scissor 1163 n4 , Br–C–Br bend 185 B1 n4 , C–H def., wag 818

566 n5 , Br3–C–Br1 sym. Str. 581 n5 , Br–C–Br asym. str. 585 A9 n5 , BrCH scissor 1190 B2 n5 , BrCH scissor 1278

214 n6 , Br3–C–Br1 bend 212 n6 , Br–C–Br bend 85 n6 , Br–C–Br asym. str. 757 n6 , Br–C–Br asym. str. 900

n7 , C–Br1–Br2 bend 180

169 n8 , Br1–Br2 str. 159

n9 , torsion 46

Ultraviolet excitation of CFBr3
Resonance

Raman

Experiment Iso-CFBr3

B3LYP Calc.

6-311G(d,p) CFBr3
1

B3LYP Calc.

6-311G(d,p) CFBr2

B3LYP Calc.

6-311G(d,p)

A8 n1 , C–F stretch 1193 A1 n1 , CF str. 1169 A8 n1 , CF Str. 1153

855 n2 , Br3CBr1 asym. str 816 n2 , Br–C–Brsym. Str. 394 n2 , Br–C–Brsym. Str. 477

419 n3 , CF wag 444 n3 , Br–C–Brbend 206 n3 , Br–C–Fbend 369

362 n4 , Br3–C–Br1 sym. Str. 380 E n4 , Br–C–Fasym. str. 594 n4 , Br–C–Brbend 170

323 n5 , Br3–C–Fbend 303 n5 , Br–C–Brscissor 303 A9 n5 , Br–C–Brasym. str. 770

204 n6 , Br3–C–Br1 bend 184 n6 , Br–C–Brbend 72 n6 , Br–C–Fscissor 306

171 n7 , Br1–Br2 str 163

n8 , torsion 80

n9 , C–Br1–Br2 bend 41

Ultraviolet excitation of CH2Br2

Resonance

Raman

Infrared

absorption B3LYP Calc. B3LYP Calc.

Experiment

~from Ref. 52!

Experiment

~from Refs. 41, 42! Iso-CH2Br–Br~iso-CD2Br–Br!

This work

6-311G(d,p)

~from Ref. 52!

aug-cc-PVTZ CH2Br2
1

This work

6-311G(d,p)

~from Ref. 52!

aug-cc-PVTZ

¯ 3030 ~2213! A8 n1 , CH2 sym. Str. 3149 3152~2275! A1 n1 , CH sym. str. 3131 3132~2265!

¯ 1334 ~1030! n2 , CH2 scissor 1431 1428~1078! n2 , CH2 def. 1427 1424~1045!

¯ ¯ ~732! n3 , C–Br str. 858 858~771! n3 , CBr sym. Str. 619 626~596!

690 684 695 n4 , CH2 wag 737 738~594! n4 , BrCBr bend 162 169~168!

176 ¯ n5 , Br–Br str. 176 180~180! B1 n5 , CH asym. str. 3247 3247~2424!

146 ¯ n6 , C–Br–Br bend 130 133~124! n6 , CH2 rock 878 873~668!

¯ 3156 ~2384! A9 n7 , CH2 asym. str. 3289 3286~2456! A2 n7 , CH2 twist 1042 1032~732!

960 ¯ n8 , CH2 rock 971 966~724! B2 n8 , CH2 wag 1191 1172~877!

480 ? ¯ n9 , CH2 twist 461 468~337! n9 , CBr asym. str. 527 528~507!

CH2Br~CD2Br!

This work

6-311G(d,p)

~from Ref. 52!

aug-cc-PVTZ CH2Br1

This work

6-311G(d,p)

A1 n1 , CH sym. Str. 3168 3172~2284! A1 n1 , CH sym. Str. 3097

n2 , CH2 def. 1383 1382~1029! n2 , CH2 def. 1451

n3 , C–Br str. 696 703~662! n3 , C–Br str. 862

B1 n4 , CH2 wag 101 152~118! B1 n4 , CH2 def. wag 1095

B2 n5 , CH asym. Str. 3327 3325~2488! B2 n5 , CH asym. Str. 3239

n6 , CH2 rock 930 926~691! n6 , CH2 rock 983
Downloaded 03 Nov 2006 to 147.8.21.97. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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TABLE I. ~Continued.!

Ultraviolet excitation of CHI3
Resonance

Raman

Experiment

~from Ref. 50! Iso-CHI3

B3LYP Calc.

~from Ref. 50!

Sadlej-PVTZ CHI3
1

B3LYP Calc.

~from Ref. 50!

Sadlej-PVTZ CHI2

B3LYP Calc.

~from Ref. 50!

Sadlej-PVTZ

A8 n1 , CH str. 3153 A1 n1 , CH str. 3150 A8 n1 , CH Str. 3191

n2 , CH scissor 1142 n2 , I–C–I sym. str. 450 n2 , I–C–I sym. Str. 496

726 n3 , I–C–I asym. stretch 750 n3 , I–C–I bend 151 n3 , I–C–I bend 131

579 n4 , CH wag 610 E n4 , I–C–H scissor 1075 n4 , CH wag 69

477 n5 , I–C–I asym. stretch 478 n5 , I–C–I asym. str. 580 A9 n5 , ICH scissor 1114

n6 , I–C–I bend 155 n6 , I–C–I bend 58 n6 , I–C–I asym. str. 708

144 n7 , C–I–I bend 145

117 n8 , I–I stretch 119

n9 , torsion 29

Ultraviolet excitation of CH2I2

Resonance

Raman

Experiment

~from Ref. 49!

Infrared

absorption

Experiment

~from Refs. 41, 42! Iso-CH2I–I ~iso-CD2I–I!

B3LYP Calc.

~from Ref. 49!

Sadlej-PVTZ CH2I2
1

B3LYP Calc.

~from Ref. 49!

Sadlej-PVTZ CH2I~CD2I!

B3LYP Calc.

~from Ref. 49!

Sadlej-PVTZ

¯ 3028 ~2213! A8 n1 , CH2 sym. Str. 3131~2260! A1 n1 , CH sym. str. 3103~2246! A1 n1 , CH sym. Str. 3126~2252!

¯ 1373 ~1041–1033! n2 , CH2 scissor 1340~1011! n2 , CH2 def. 1365~1003! n2 , CH2 def. 1309~974!

701 ~640! 714/705~645! n3 , C–I str. 755~645! n3 , CI sym. Str. 551~522! n3 , C–I str. 614~576!

619 ~496! 622-611~498–486! n4 , CH2 wag 619~476! n4 , ICI bend 114~114! B1 n4 , CH2 wag 234~180!

128 ~128! ¯ n5 , I–I str. 128~128! B1 n5 , CH asym. str. 3220~2401! B2 n5 , CH asym. Str. 3288~2457!

? ~;110! ¯ n6 , C–I–I bend 99~93! n6 , CH2 rock 755~576! n6 , CH2 rock 832~619!

¯ 3151 ~2378! A9 n7 , CH2 asym. str. 3281~2451! A2 n7 , CH2 twist 983 ~696!

¯ ¯ n8 , CH2 rock 865~697! B2 n8 , CH2 wag 1080~813!

487 ?~352 ?! ¯ n9 , CH2 twist 447 ~318! n9 , CI asym. str. 517~490!

Ultraviolet excitation of CH2IBr

Resonance

Raman

Experiment

~from Ref. 51! Iso-CH2I–Br ~iso-CD2I–Br!

B3LYP Calc.

~from Ref. 51!

Sadlej-PVTZ CH2BrI1 ~CD2BrI1!

B3LYP Calc.

~from Ref. 51!

Sadlej-PVTZ

A8 n1 , CH2 sym. str. 3115~2251! A8 n1 CH2 sym. Str. 2995~2172!

n2 , CH2 def. 1357~1024! n2 , CH2 def. 1283~937!

730 n3 , C–I str. 782~646! n3 , CH2 wag. 1056~781!

n4 , CH2 wag 671~541! n4 , C–Br str. 659~629!

173 n5 , I–Br str. 165~164! n5 , C–I str. 464~448!

118 n6 , C–I–Br bend 106~99! n6 , I–C–Br bend 153~152!

A9 n7 , CH2 asym. str. 3257~2430! A9 n7 , CH2 asym. str. 3027~2235!

n8 , CH2 rock 867~693! n8 , CH2 twist 994 ~708!

n9 , CH2 twist 469 ~337! n9 , CH2 rock 433~342!

Infrared

Absorption

Experiment

~from Refs. 41, 42! Iso-CH2Br–I ~iso-CD2Br–I!

B3LYP Calc.

~from Ref. 51!

Sadlej-PVTZ

;3036 ~;2222! A8 n1 , CH2 sym. Str. 3115~2248!

¯ ~;1055! n2 , CH2 def. 1377~1042!

¯ ~;708! n3 , C–Br str. 840~707!

631 ~;505! n4 , CH2 wag 698~560!

n5 , I–Br str. 148 ~147!

n6 , C–I–Br bend 120~112!

;3165 ~;2390! A9 n7 , CH2 asym. str. 3271~2445!

n8 , CH2 rock 945~755!

n9 , CH2 twist 429 ~309!
ra

u
3

the cation or radical fragment species. For example, the t
sient resonance Raman spectrum for the CHBr3 photoproduct
displays fundamental Raman bands at 834 cm21, 658 cm21,
566 cm21, 214 cm21, and 169 cm21. These vibrational fre-
quencies are in reasonable agreement with those comp
Downloaded 03 Nov 2006 to 147.8.21.97. Redistribution subject to AIP
n-

ted

for the iso-CHBr3 species but not for the CHBr3
1 cation or

CHBr2 radical fragment species~see Table I!. The cation
CHBr3

1 has only oneA1 vibrational mode below 250 cm21

~at 214 cm21! while the experimental spectrum in Fig.
clearly shows two fundamentals at 214 cm21 and 169 cm21
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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~which also display a combination band with one another!. In
addition, the cation CHBr3

1 has only oneA1 vibrational
mode in the 500–850 cm21 region ~at 545 cm21! while the
experimental spectrum in Fig. 3 clearly shows three fun
mentals at 566 cm21, 658 cm21, and 834 cm21. Thus, we can
rule out the CHBr3

1 cation as the species responsible for t
transient resonance Raman spectrum of the CHBr3 photo-
product. The CHBr2 radical fragment also displays only on
A1 fundamental in the 500–850 cm21 region ~at 615 cm21!
and one fundamental in the 100–250 cm21 region ~at 185
cm21!. The CHBr2 radical fragment can also be ruled out
the species responsible for the transient resonance Ra
spectrum of the bromoform photoproduct which clearly h
fundamental bands at 169 cm21, 214 cm21, 566 cm21, 658
cm21, and 834 cm21. The CHBr2

1 cation exhibits computed
vibrational frequencies~see Table I! similar to those for the
CHBr2 radical and can likewise be ruled out as the pho
product species. The radical fragment species~like CH2X,
CHX2, and CX3! have structures and vibrational frequenc
similar to those for the corresponding cation fragment s
cies ~like CH2X

1, CHX2
1, and CX3

1!. This and the fact tha
none of the radical fragment species can be assigned to
observed photoproduct species makes it highly unlikely
cation fragment is responsible for the transient resonance
man spectra observed in Fig. 3. Thus, we only compu
optimized structures and vibrational frequencies for selec
cation fragment species~CHBr2

1, CH2Br1, and CBr3
1! for

comparison purposes. Similar arguments to those gi
above for possible CHBr3 photoproduct species indicate th
all of the transient resonance Raman spectra for poly
lomethane photoproducts shown in Fig. 3 belong to i
polyhalomethane species and not the parent molecule ca
species or the radical~or cation! fragment species. Figure
shows schematic diagrams of the structures of the eight
polyhalomethane species investigated in this paper. Ins
tion of Table I shows that the iso-polyhalomethane spec
containing iodine and/or bromine atoms generally have
or more vibrational modes withA1 or A8 symmetry in the
100–200 cm21 region associated with the halogen–halog
~X–X! stretch and carbon–halogen–halogen~C–X–X! bend
motions. The Br–C–Br bend is involved sometimes in th
case of the more highly substituted iso-CBr4 and iso-CFBr3
species. The presence of two or moreA1 or A8 vibrational
fundamentals in the 100–200 cm21 region of the resonanc
Raman spectra appears indicative of the polyhalometh
isomer species that contain a carbon–halogen–halo
~C–X–X! structure. These modes generally display stro
overtones and/or combination bands with other Franc
Condon active modes in the resonance Raman spectra o
3. This indicates the strong transient absorption bands in
350–470 nm region for the isomer photoproducts are ass
ated with theC–X–X chromophore~where X5Br and/or I!.

B3LYP/3-21G* time-dependent random phase appro
mation ~TD/RPA! computations to estimate the electron
transition energies have been done previously for CH2I2 and
reasonable agreement was obtained between the comp
and experimental values.69 Results for similar computation
are shown in Table II for the isomer, cation, and radi
fragment species that have been proposed as photopro
Downloaded 03 Nov 2006 to 147.8.21.97. Redistribution subject to AIP
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from ultraviolet photoexcitation of polyhalomethanes in co
densed phase environments. The polyhalomethane iso
species have computed singlet transitions in the 350–470
region with strong oscillator strengths~iso-CBr4 at 454 nm
with 0.4511 oscillator strength, iso-CHBr3 at 395 nm with
0.5952 oscillator strength, iso-CFBr3 at 400 nm with 0.4070
oscillator strength, iso-CH2Br2 at 358 nm with 0.5883 oscil-
lator strength, iso-CHI3 at 465 nm with 0.5096 oscillato
strength, iso-CH2I2 at 425 nm with 0.4023 oscillato
strength, iso-CH2I-Br at 358 nm with 0.4582 oscillator
strength, and iso-CH2Br-I at 422 nm with 0.5317 oscillator
strength!. These strong electronic transitions show a reas
able correlation with the strong experimental transient
sorption bands reported earlier for photoproducts formed
ter photoexcitation of polyhalomethanes in low temperat
solids.39–45 For example, Simon and Tatham39 observed in-
tense experimental absorption bands at;504 nm for CBr4
photoproduct,;446 nm for the CHBr3 photoproduct,;390

FIG. 4. Schematic diagram showing the computed optimized geom
for the iso-CH2Br–Br, iso-CHBr3, iso-CBr4, iso-CFBr3, iso-CH2I–I,
iso–iso-CHI3, and iso-CH2I–Br photoproduct species observed expe
mentally in room temperature solutions~cyclohexane solvent!. The
B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) computed values for the C–Br bond length, Br–B
bond length, and C–Br–Br angle are 1.774 Å, 2.699 Å, and 123.2° for
CH2Br–Br, 1.791 Å, 2.720 Å, and 128.4° for iso-CHBr3, 1.837 Å, 2.706 Å,
and 139.3° for iso-CBr4, and 1.888 Å, 2.651 Å, and 149.1° for iso-CFBr3.
The B3LYP/Sadlej-PVTZ computed values for the C–I bond length, I–I~or
I–Br! bond length and C–I–I~or C–I–Br! angle are 1.957 Å, 3.042 Å, and
118.2° for iso-CH2I–I, 2.000 Å, 3.036 Å, and 128.8° for iso-CHI3, and
1.960 Å, 2.790 Å, and 121.0° for iso-CH2I–Br.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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TABLE II. Electronic absorption transition energies~singlet transitions! obtained from density functional theory calculations for the species whose optim
geometry is listed in the EPAPS and whose computed vibrational frequencies are given in Table I. The calculated oscillator strengths are given in pntheses.

Intense absorption band
in the 350–550 nm region
Experimentlmax URPA//UB3LYP/

Iso-CBr4 CBr4
1 CBr3 CBr3

1

6-311G(d,p) 6-311G(d,p) 6-311G(d,p) 6-311G(d,p)
504 nm~from Ref. 39! 454 nm~0.4511! 1985 nm~0.1078! 330 nm~0.0000! 290 nm~0.0000!

434 nm~0.0001! 926 nm~0.0001! 250 nm~0.0000! 254 nm~0.0000!
413 nm~0.0187! 618 nm~0.0000! 243 nm~0.0004! 228 nm~0.1723!
272 nm~0.2247! 519 nm~0.0011! 227 nm~0.0035!
259 nm~0.0003! 314 nm~0.0002!
230 nm~0.0002! 306 nm~0.121!

Iso-CHBr3 CHBr3
1 CHBr2 CHBr2

1

6-311G(d,p) 6-311G(d,p) 6-311G(d,p) 6-311G(d,p)
427 nm~0.0005! 1296 nm~0.0000! 289 nm~0.0006! 303 nm~0.0000!

446 nm~from Ref. 39! 407 nm~0.0307! 1260 nm~0.0100! 223 nm~0.0010! 280.3 nm~0.0000!
395 nm~0.5952! 288 nm~0.0336! 217 nm~0.0021! 279.6 nm~0.0002!
251 nm~0.0003! 205 nm~0.0001! 230 nm~0.2449!
239 nm~0.1073! 184 nm~0.0281!
220 nm~0.0475! 183 nm~0.0006!

Iso-CFBr3 CFBr3
1 CFBr2

6-311G(d,p) aug-cc-PVTZ 6-311G(d,p) 6-311G(d,p)
400 nm~0.4070! 398 nm~0.4318! 1447 nm~0.0069! 276 nm~0.0038!
378 nm~0.0188! 362 nm~0.0082! 654 nm~0.0000! 235 nm~0.0000!
364 nm~0.0044! 345 nm~0.0031! 349 nm~0.0336! 227 nm~0.0009!
240 nm~0.2555! 241 nm~0.2197! 209 nm~0.0000!
235 nm~0.1249! 232 nm~0.0503! 203 nm~0.0249!
225 nm~0.0451! 212 nm~0.0200! 183 nm~0.0382!

Iso-CH2Br2 CH2Br2
1

6-311G(d,p)
~this work!

aug-cc-PVTZ
~from Ref. 52!

6-311G(d,p)
~this work!

aug-cc-PVTZ
~from Ref. 52!

410 nm~0.0001! 390 nm~0.0002! 2333 nm~0.1296! 1941 nm~0.1150!
390 nm~from Ref. 39! 386 nm~0.0248! 374 nm~0.3380! 894 nm~0.0003! 814 nm~0.0003!
360 nm~from Ref. 42! 358 nm~0.5883! 356 nm~0.1919! 706 nm~0.0000! 644 nm~0.0000!

252 nm~0.0000! 249 nm~0.0001! 305 nm~0.0004! 298 nm~0.0001!
203 nm~0.0600! 219 nm~0.0033! 219 nm~0.0625! 216 nm~0.0462!
172 nm~0.0744! 201 nm~0.1005!

CH2Br CH2Br1

6-311G(d,p)
~this work!

aug-cc-PVTZ
~from Ref. 52!!

6-311G(d,p)

252 nm~0.0001! 255 nm~0.0011! 316 nm~0.0000!
193 nm~0.0000! 198 nm~0.0001! 197 nm~0.1713!
181 nm~0.0000! 194 nm~0.0000! 180 nm~0.0009!

Iso-CHI3 CHI3
1 CHI2

Sadlej-PVTZ
~from Ref. 50!

Sadlej-PVTZ
~from Ref. 50!

Sadlej-PVTZ
~from Ref. 50!

445 nm~from Ref. 39! 465 nm~0.5096! 1264 nm~0.0096! 398 nm~0.0000!
452 nm~0.0134! 405 nm~0.0006! 308 nm~0.0000!; 301 nm~0.0000!;
414 nm~0.0045! 322 nm~0.0002! 298 nm~0.0000!; 236 nm~0.0006!;
324 nm~0.1408! 1190 nm~0.0000! 232 nm~0.0068!; 227 nm~0.0006!;
293 nm~0.0064! 327 nm~0.0001! 218 nm~0.0010!; 214 nm~0.0131!;

212 nm~0.0381!

Iso-CH2I2 CH2I2
1 CH2I

Sadlej-PVTZ
~from Ref. 49!

Sadlej-PVTZ
~from Ref. 49!

Sadlej-PVTZ
~from Ref. 49!

380 nm~from Ref. 39! 443 nm~0.0002! 2648 nm~0.1250! 316 nm~0.0001!
385 nm~from Refs. 41, 42! 425 nm~0.4023! 1004 nm~0.0003! 262 nm~0.0001!

404 nm~0.0772! 753 nm~0.0000! 216 nm~0.0009!
284 nm~0.0002! 341 nm~0.0003!
280 nm~0.0230!
208 nm~0.0671!
Downloaded 03 Nov 2006 to 147.8.21.97. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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TABLE II. ~Continued.!

Intense absorption band
in the 350–550 nm region
Experimentlmax URPA//UB3LYP/

Iso-CH2I–Br Iso-CH2Br–I CH2BrI1

Sadlej-PVTZ
~from Ref. 51!

Sadlej-PVTZ
~from Ref. 51!

Sadlej-PVTZ
~from Ref. 51!

403 nm~Refs. 41, 42 373.14 nm~0.0005! 493.72 nm~0.0000! 486 nm~0.0017!
for iso-CH2Br–I) 358.45 nm~0.4582! 473.45 nm~0.0308! 314 nm~0.0021!

320.19 nm~0.0166! 422.43 nm~0.5317! 276 nm~0.0003!
318.91 nm~0.0000! 304.59 nm~0.0000! 254 nm~0.0000!
302.22 nm~0.0000! 302.00 nm~0.0000! 246 nm~0.0001!
280.54 nm~0.0000! 264.94 nm~0.0000!
260.51 nm~0.0002! 262.18 nm~0.0006!
250.04 nm~0.0240! 238.95 nm~0.0009!
210.52 nm~0.0770! 213.48 nm~0.1242!
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nm for the CH2Br2 photoproduct,;445 nm for the CHI3
photoproduct, and;380 nm for the CH2I2 photoproduct in a
77 K isopentane–methylcyclohexane glass. However,
cation and radical fragment species generally do not exh
computed strong electronic transitions in the 350–470
region. This provides further support for our assignment
the iso-polyhalomethane species as the photoproducts
sponsible for the intense transient absorption bands39–45 and
the transient resonance Raman spectra of Fig. 3.

B. Trends observed in iso-polyhalomethanes
containing bromine and Õor iodine

The optimized geometry for the iso-CH2Br-Br, iso-
CHBr3, iso-CBr4, and iso-CFBr3 species@using the same
6-311G(d,p) computations across this series of compoun#
and the iso-CH2I–I and iso-CHI3 species~using the sadlej-
PVTZ basis set! shows some interesting trends. As the nu
ber of Br atoms increases, the C–Br1– Br2 angle and the
C–Br1 bond length increase noticeably from 123.2° a
1.774 Å in iso-CH2Br–Br to 139.3° and 1.837 Å in iso-CBr4.
However, the Br1– Br2 bond length stays in a narrow rang
for the iso-CH2Br–Br, iso-CHBr3 and iso-CBr4 species
~2.699 Å, 2.720 Å, and 2.706 Å, respectively!. This suggests
that replacement of the hydrogen atoms by bromine ato
results in somewhat weaker C–Br bonds and some crow
of the terminal Br2 atom so that the C–Br1– Br2 angle in-
creases without affecting the Br1– Br2 bond very much. This
also appears to be the situation for replacement of a hy
gen atom by an iodine atom in the iodine containing poly
lomethanes: the C–I1– I2 angle and the C–I1 bond length
increase noticeably from 118.2° and 1.957 Å in iso-CH2I-I to
128.8° and 2.000 Å in iso-CHI3, while the I1– I2 bond length
stays in a narrow range~3.042 Å and 3.036 Å, respectively!.
Upon going from the dihalomethane to the haloform, there
a larger change in the C–X1– X2 angle and C–X1 bond
length for the iodine compounds~110.6° and10.043 Å!
compared to the bromine compounds~15.2° and10.017 Å!.
This suggests that steric effects and the polarizability of
replacement atom are mostly responsible for this substitu
effect ~at least in bromine and iodine containing polyhalo
ethanes!. These trends in the C–X1– X2 angle and C–X1
Downloaded 03 Nov 2006 to 147.8.21.97. Redistribution subject to AIP
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bond length for the iodine and bromine containing co
pounds exhibit some correlation with the transition energy
the intense transitions in the 350–470 nm region compu
for these compounds in Table II. For example, as the num
of Br atoms increases the most intense electronic transi
shifts from 358 nm for iso-CH2Br–Br to 395 nm for iso-
CHBr3 to 454 nm for iso-CBr4. This also occurs for iodine
containing polyhalomethanes: 425 nm for iso-CH2I–I and
465 nm for iso-CHI3. Each additional bromine or iodine
atom appears to red shift the most intense electronic tra
tion ;40 to 60 nm. The isomer species containing Br ato
have transitions that are blue shifted;60 nm or so compared
to the corresponding iodine containing polyhalomethan
This appears to be due to the influence of the C–Br vs
C–I part of theC–X–X chromophore. The bromoiodometh
ane isomers, iso-CH2I–Br and iso-CH2Br–I, do not follow
the expected trend for their absorption band position: o
may expect that the isomer containing the C–I bond sho
be at a longer the wavelength compared to the isomer c
taining the C–Br bond. To better understand this paradox
is useful to consider the halogen-halogen bond lengths
comparison to the isomer species containing only bromine
iodine atoms. The I–Br bond length is computed to be 2.7
Å in iso-CH2I–Br. This value is closer to a Br–Br bon
length ~;2.70 Å! found in the iso-polyhalomethanes co
taining bromine atoms while the Br–I bond length is com
puted to be 2.926 Å in iso-CH2Br–I which is closer to a I–I
bond length~;3.04 Å! found in the iso-polyhalomethane
containing iodine atoms. Since the I–Br bond length is clo
to that for the Br–Br bond length then the energy of t
intense electronic transition for iso-CH2I–Br should be simi-
lar to that found for iso-CH2Br–Br. Since the Br–I bond
length is close to that for the I–I bond length then the inten
electronic transition for iso-CH2Br–I should be similar to
that found for iso-CH2I–I. This is indeed the case, the 35
nm strong transition of iso-CH2I–Br is similar in energy to
the;358 nm strong transition of iso-CH2Br–Br and the 422
nm strong transition of iso-CH2Br–I is close to that of the
425 nm strong transition of iso-CH2I–I. Thus, it appears tha
halogen–halogen part of theC–X–X chromophore is more
important in determining the electronic transition ener
than the C–X bond length and theC–X–X bend angle al-
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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though these are also important. This is consistent with
intensity pattern of the Franck–Condon active modes fo
in the transient resonance Raman spectra of Fig. 3. The
sient resonance Raman spectra show that the halog
halogen stretch vibrational modes are generally the mos
tense progression and usually form combination bands w
the Franck–Condon active modes associated with
C–X–X bend and C–X motions.

Replacement of a hydrogen atom in iso-CHBr3 to give
iso-CFBr3 results in intriguing changes in the computed g
ometry. First, the C–Br1 bond in iso-CFBr3 ~;1.888 Å! is
weakened further than in iso-CBr4 ~;1.837 Å! and the
C–Br1– Br2 bend angle increases further in iso-CFBr3 ~to
;149.1°! than in iso-CBr4 ~to ;139.3°!. In addition, the
Br1– Br2 bond becomes noticeably stronger in iso-CFBr3 ~to
;2.651 Å! while the Br1– Br2 bond remains almost the sam
in iso-CBr4, iso-CHBr3, and iso-CH2Br–Br ~2.706 Å, 2.720
Å, and 2.699 Å, respectively!. This indicates that replace
ment of a hydrogen atom by a fluorine atom results in som
what different behavior than replacement of a hydrogen a
by a bromine atom or an iodine atom in the is
polyhalomethanes. The smaller and substantially more e
tronegative fluorine atom appears to perturb the i
polyhalomethane structure more through the bonds~i.e., the
C–X and X–X bonds and hence theC–X–X angle as well!.
However, the larger and less electronegative but more po
izable bromine and iodine atoms perturb the is
polyhalomethane structure more through steric and dis
sion effects~i.e., mainly affects the C–X bond andC–X–X
angle but not very much effect on the X–X bond!.

It is also intriguing that the computed intense electro
transition energy only shifts to;400 nm for iso-CFBr3 com-
pared to;454 nm for iso-CBr4 and;395 nm for iso-CHBr3.
As one goes from iso-CH2Br–Br to iso-CHBr3 to iso-CBr4
the C–Br bond becomes longer and the C–Br–Br an
larger while the Br–Br bond length is about the same and
intense electronic transition energy shifts from 358 nm
395 nm to 454 nm~see Table II!. Since the C–Br bond
length and the C–Br–Br bond angles are even larger for
iso-CFBr3 species compared to the iso-CBr4 species, one
might expect that the transition energy of the intense abs
tion band for iso-CFBr3 should be even more red shifte
compared to the iso-CBr4 species. Why is this not the case
It is important to remember that there is a very strong co
lation of the halogen–halogen bond length with the posit
of the strong electronic absorption band associated with
C–X–X chromophore~see our preceding discussion of th
two iso-bromoiodomethane species!. The iso-CFBr3 species
has a noticeably stronger Br–Br bond~;2.651 Å! compared
to iso-CBr4 ~;2.706 Å! and this probably blue shifts th
intense electronic absorption associated with theC–X–X
chromophore. This appears to illustrate competition betw
the C–X bond length, theC–X–X bond angle and the X–X
bond length in determining the position of the intense el
tronic transition associated with theC–X–X chromophore in
the iso-polyhalomethane species. Our preliminary results
dicate that fluorine containing iso-polyhalomethane spe
will likely have a stronger halogen–halogen bond than
corresponding iso-polyhalomethane species that does
Downloaded 03 Nov 2006 to 147.8.21.97. Redistribution subject to AIP
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contain fluorine. This may cause the position of the inten
electronic transition associated with theC–X–X chro-
mophore to be blue shifted from the position expected ba
only on the changes in the C–X bond length andC–X–X
angle upon iodine and/or bromine atom substitution.

We have performed density functional theory compu
tions to explore the stability of the iso-polyhalomethane re
tive to the parent polyhalomethane and these results
shown in Table III. When the number of iodine or bromin
atoms increase, the energy of the iso-polyhalomethane
cies decreases and becomes closer to that of the parent
pound. For example as one goes from iso-CH2I2 to iso-CHI3,
the DE relative to the parent molecule goes from 40.3 kc
mol for iso-CH2I–I to 30.8 kcal for iso-CHI3. There is a
similar trend for the bromine speciesDE: 51.3 kcal/mol for
iso-CH2Br–Br, 42.7 kcal/mol for iso-CHBr3 and 32.8 kcal/
mol for iso-CBr4. As the halogen atom species changes fr
iodine to bromine, the energy of the isomer becomes lar
~for example changing from iso-diiodomethane withDE
540.3 kcal/mol to iso-dibromomethane with DE
551.3 kcal/mol!. Addition of fluorine appears to only mod
erately lowerDE ~compare iso-CFBr3 to iso-CHBr3 in Table
III !. The number and identity of the halogen atoms in is
polyhalomethanes significantly changes their stability re
tive to the parent polyhalomethane species. We note the
veat that the computed values are for isolated molecules
it is unclear how much solvent effects will change these v
ues.

C. Implications for cyclopropanation reactions of
olefins via ultraviolet photoexcitation of
polyhalomethanes in the presence of olefins

There is some evidence in the literature70 that iso-
polyhalomethanes react with olefins. Brown and Simon70

noted that ultraviolet excitation of polyhalomethanes p
duced ‘‘color centers’’ that had characteristic intense tra
sient absorption bands in the 350–470 nm region. Wh
trace amounts of olefins were added and the 77 K ma
allowed to warm up then new transient absorption ba
;310–320 nm appeared with clean isobestic points from

TABLE III. Energies for iso-polyhalomethanes shown in Table I relative
parent molecules found from the BLYP density functional theory compu
tions. DE5energy difference between isomer molecule and correspond
parent molecule.

Species DE

Iodine containing polyhalomethanes~from B3LYP/sadlej-PVTZ
computations!

iso-CHI3 30.8 kcal/mol
iso-CH2I–I 40.3 kcal/mol
iso-CH2I–Br 43.0 kcal/mol
iso-CH2Br–I 47.1 kcal/mol

Bromine containing polyhalomethanes@from B3LYP/6-311G(d,p)
computations#

iso-CBr4 32.8 kcal/mol
iso-CHBr3 42.7 kcal/mol
iso-CFBr3 39.6 kcal/mol
iso-CH2Br–Br 51.3 kcal/mol
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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‘‘color centers’’ transient absorption bands~see Figs. 4 and 5
in Ref. 70!. These new transient absorption bands;310 to
320 nm were convincingly assigned to halogen molecu
olefin species ~such as I2–olefin and Br2–olefin
complexes!.70 The new transient absorption bands;310–
320 nm also do not appear when the olefins are not pres
No Br2 was produced from ultraviolet excitation of polybro
momethanes in the absence of olefins.70 We have shown tha
these ‘‘color center’’ intense transient absorption bands
the 350–470 nm region are really due to the is
polyhalomethane species~this work and Refs. 49–52! for
many of the polyhalomethanes examined including CH3
~this work!, CH2Br2,

52 and CH2I2.
49 This combined with the

previous experiments of Brown and Simons70 indicates that
iso-polyhalomethanes readily react with olefins to give
halogen molecule product which then forms a halog
molecule–olefin complex. The following reaction schem
~using CH2I2 and CH2Br2 as an example! is consistent with
these observations:

Initiation step CH2X21hn→CH2X1X, ~1!

Recombination to produce isomer

CH2X1X→iso-CH2X–X. ~2!

Reaction of iso-CH2X–X with olefin iso-CH2X–X

1olefin→cyclopropanated product1X2, ~3!

Formation of X2–olefin complex

X21olefin⇔X2–olefin complex. ~4!

We have performed additional density functional theo
computations to investigate the reaction of iso-CH2Br–Br
and ethylene as described in the Sec. III. The iso-CH2Br–Br
system was chosen since it is the smallest polyhalometh
we examined and therefore the most computationally tr
table reaction to study. Figure 5 shows a simple schem
diagram outlining the reaction pathway for the is
CH2Br–Br with ethylene and CH2Br with ethylene reactions
with the transition state, intermediate, and product ener
given relative to the separated reactants. The iso-CH2Br–Br
molecule approaches ethylene in an asymmetric way, pre
entially attacking the CH2 groups of ethylene from above th
molecular plane. The chemical reaction computations in
cate a complex is formed with the two intermolecular C–
distances of 3.258 Å and 3.772 Å and a binding energy
only 0.6 kcal/mol. A transition state~TS! is found on the way
from this complex to the products of cyclopropane (C3H6)
and Br2. The C–C and C–Br bonds are lengthened by 0.0
Å and 0.086 Å and the Br–Br bond is shortened by 0.024
in the TS with respect to the reactant complex. T
Br–Br–C angle changes from 126.7° in the reactant comp
to 142.2° in TS. The structural changes are consistent w
the fact that intermolecular interaction is much stronger
TS than in the complex, which results in the intramolecu
C–C and C–Br bonds being weakened.

An imaginary frequency of 244.6(i ) cm21 was found for
the TS structure by vibrational analysis. The eigenvector c
responding to the negative eigenvalue of the force cons
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matrix indicates that the internal coordinate reaction vecto
mainly composed of changes in the C–C intermolecu
bond length and the Br–Br–C bond angle. The reaction v
tor has been identified as 0.41RC1–C310.56RC1–C2

20.22ABr–Br–C3. IRC calculations at the UB3LYP leve
confirm the transition state to connect the reactants
CH2CH21iso-Br–Br–CH2 and the products of C3H61Br2.

Relative to the separated reactants, the barrier heigh
calculated to be 3.2 kcal/mol with the zero-point correctio
As pointed out before, an intermolecular complex is form
that has a stabilization energy of 0.6 kcal/mol. With resp
to the zero-point level of the complex, the barrier becom
3.8 kcal/mol. It is evident that the addition reaction betwe
CH2CH2 and iso-Br–Br–CH2 proceeds very easily, due to

FIG. 5. Schematic diagram showing the UB3LYP/6-311G* computed rela-
tive energies~in kcal/mol! for the reactants, transition state~s!, intermediate,
and reaction products for the reactions of iso-CH2Br–Br with ethylene~a!
and CH2Br with ethylene ~b!. See text and EPAPS~Ref. 68! for more
details. Selected computed structural parameters for the iso-CH2Br–Br
reaction with ethylene for TS: Br–Br52.712 Å, C3–Br51.864 Å, C1–C2

51.359 Å, C3–C252.226 Å, C3–C152.748 Å, Br–C3–C25115.1°,
Br–Br–C35142.2°, C3–C2–C1597.1°. Selected computed structural p
rameters for CH2Br reaction with ethylene in~b!: for TS1, C3–Br
51.899 Å, C1–C251.359 Å, C3–C252.337 Å, Br–C–C5113.2°,
C3–C2–C15106.5°; for intermediate, C3–Br51.981 Å, C1–C251.494 Å,
C3–C251.535 Å, Br–C3–C25112.1°, C3–C2–C15109.8°; for TS2,
C3–Br52.422 Å, C1–C251.469 Å, C3–C251.498 Å, Br–C3–C25106.7°
and C3–C2–C1577.0°.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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very small barrier on the way to products. Iso-Br–Br–CH2 is
an energetic molecule, and decomposition and isomeriza
of iso-Br–Br–CH2 molecules may be in competition wit
the addition reaction. The CAS(10,8)/6-311G* calculations
show that the iso-Br–Br–CH2 dissociation to BrCH21Br
and CH21Br2 are endothermic of 6.0 and 43.0 kcal/mo
respectively. Previous calculations52 gave a barrier of abou
10.0 kcal/mol for isomerization to CH2Br2. Therefore, we
come to the conclusion that the cyclopropanation reactio
the dominant channel for iso-Br–Br–CH2 in the presence o
ethylene. Results for similar calculations for the CH2Br radi-
cal with olefins have substantially larger barriers to react
to give the cyclopropanated product. CH2Br forms a very
weak complex with ethylene and this complex has a bar
of 7.6 kcal/mol to form an intermediate Br–CH2–CH2–CH2

which has a barrier of 19.6 kcal/mol to go on to the cyc
propanated product (C3H6) plus Br atom. These computa
tional results show that the CH2Br species has a very difficul
route to give a cyclopropanated product while the is
CH2Br–Br species readily reacts with olefins to produce
cyclopropanated product~see Fig. 5!. These preliminary
computational results suggest that the iso-polyhalometh
species is most likely the methylene transfer agent~i.e., car-
benoid species! responsible for cyclopropanation reactio
via ultraviolet photoexcitation of polyhalomethanes in co
densed phase environments in the presence of olefins.
ther work is needed to better elucidate the chemical reac
ity of the polyalomethane isomer in cyclopropanati
reactions of olefins via ultraviolet photolysis of polyhalom
ethanes in solutions. We are currently using both experim
tal and theoretical methods to investigate these cyclopro
nation reactions for olefins ~via photoexcitation of
polyhalomethanes in condensed phase environments! and re-
sults will be reported in due course.

D. Possible implications for release of reactive
halogens in the troposphere and stratosphere

The iso-polyhalomethane species have an intense e
tronic absorption band in the 350–470 nm region that h
much larger absorption coefficients in the ultraviolet–visib
region than their parent polyhalomethanes. The i
polyhalomethane absorption transitions are also significa
red-shifted compared to their parent polyhalomethane m
ecule. These two properties indicate that the i
polyhalomethanes may be able to undergo further ph
chemical reactions in condensed phase environments in
atmosphere even though the iso-polyhalomethanes are
sient species. It is known that ozone’s (O3) ultraviolet ab-
sorption spectrum is red-shifted in water and will photod
sociate much more rapidly in water than in the gas phas71

The fact that the iso-polyhalomethane species readily
forms the parent molecule following visible ligh
photoexcitation41,42 in low temperature solids indicates th
the X–X bond is broken following photoexcitation of th
intense absorption band in the 350–470 nm region with
lease of a halogen atom. Whether or not these
polyhalomethane photochemical reactions are importan
the atmosphere remains unknown at this time, but the
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creasing importance of multiphase and/or heterogeneou
actions in better understanding atmospheric chemistry72–99

suggests that it would be worthwhile to explore the pho
chemistry of these iso-polyhalomethane species. We n
that the lifetimes of these iso-polyhalomethanes would
expected to increase significantly as the temperature
creases and as the phase changes from liquid to solid.

In addition, the very reactive isomer–polyhalometha
species may undergo chemical reactions with olefins~such as
alkenes, terpenes, and other volatile organic compou
found in the lower atmosphere!100–109and release a haloge
molecule ~X–X! as a product in cyclopropanation and/
other reactions~see Sec. IV C!. Thus, formation of isomer–
polyhalomethanes in condensed environments~such as water
droplets and aerosol particles! may release reactive halogen
into the atmosphere by both photochemical reactions
chemical reactions. Since so little is known about the pho
chemistry and chemistry of these intriguing is
polyhalomethane species, it is not clear whether they w
have any noticeable impact on the chemistry of the atm
sphere. However, there are some recent observations tha
dicate the photochemistry of polyhalomethanes contain
iodine and bromine does cause noticeable changes in
troposphere.110 Iodine oxide~IO! was recently detected b
long-path differential optical absorption spectroscopy~LP-
DOAS! during the period of April 21 to May 30, 1997 in
Mace Head, Ireland and the increased concentration of
observed was linked to an increase in the concentration
CH2I2 and CH2BrI and their photochemical reactions.110 This
suggests that it would be worthwhile to investigate whet
the photochemistry of polyhalomethanes in condensed ph
~i.e., multiphase and/or heterogeneous reactions! environ-
ments plays a role in the release of reactive halogens in
atmosphere. We are currently continuing our exploration
the identity, properties, photochemistry, and chemistry
these interesting iso-polyhalomethane species in diffe
solvents~including water! and phases~both liquids and sol-
ids! using a variety of experimental and theoretical metho
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